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Accent Wire Tie Is Launching The Next Wire Tier
Houston, TX – June 2, 2021 – Accent Wire Tie announced that it is launching the next wire tier
at WasteExpo, Las Vegas, NV on June 29, 2021.
“We are excited to announce that Accent is launching a new wire tier this month! Our
engineering team has spent three years developing this new strapper and it has been
successfully strapping bales in a facility for six months. We can’t wait to show it to everyone!”
said Bill Sims, President and CEO of Accent Wire Tie.
Adding a new wire tier to Accent’s current line of quality equipment for bale packaging
solutions to the recycling and waste industry, confirms our promise to our customers, partners,
and dealers that we remain innovative and attentive to our customers’ needs.
Accent Wire Tie’s field service technicians and engineering team have enhanced the ability to
carry over 10,000 OEM parts in our warehouses, keep up with the demand of manufacturing
award-winning bale tying equipment, and provide equipment service throughout North
America.
The recycling and waste industry will enjoy having another wire tier to choose from that is
engineered by Accent and embodies the reputation and legacy we have built for over 35 years.”
said Bill Sims, President and CEO of Accent Wire Tie.
About Accent Wire Tie
Accent Wire Tie is the leading supplier of baling wire, and manufacturer of award-winning bale
tying equipment to the recycling and waste industry. Accent Wire Tie has the largest, most
comprehensive baling wire distribution network with producing mills that are geographically
diverse. Accent’s regional wire sales and field service technicians team are hands-on
professionals who have experience with baling wire, balers, and the facilities in which they are
used. Accent Wire Tie offers a diverse line of bale packaging equipment, including the Accent
470 Wire Tier and the EnviroBale bagging system.
For more information visit https://www.accentwiretie.com/.
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